The Loony Left

What's the difference between a loony and a reasonably intelligent left? To answer this we
need to understand exactly what it is they are saying and doing. Lefties are usually
clumped together, tarred and equated with all the generally perceived run of the mill
associations, they're often called funny names like loons or wackos and it was this that
prompted me to write this paper. As tempting as it might be you should never judge people by
their outward appearances. The lady pictured above, an intelligent left or loony left, a good
question perhaps that one may well need to ask. But finding out what her precise views might
be would always be advisable first before jumping to that obvious conclusion. Talking of which,
I saw someone the other month with an attire of ginger hair, a bright red pair of cords and a
yellow checked jacket. Not sure whether he was a loony left or just a plain loon but he was
surely a snappy dresser.
But anyway, being a lefty myself, I'd like to think that I'm neither a loon nor a wacko, but
rather someone who simply wants a decent planet to live on but this on the other hand is
far removed from anything these other lefty types would be interested in. And although
they would probably never see it themselves they are just plain nuts coming in many guises and
in various shades of tone. Some are simply misguided, which is why I prefer to associate with
them rather than distance myself, and indeed have many of them on my mailing list, others it has
to be said are hell bent on their agendas no matter what. You could show them the most
disturbing images of death and destruction and they would still insist on more wind-farms and
probably more sustainable palm oil. Collectively, they are as big a threat as any of the worse
corporations and would, I am sure, using the feeblest arguments, quite happily put an end
much of the life we have on the Earth today. Hence the as ever relevant term, 'beware of
wolves in sheep's clothing,' Matthew 7-15.

Exactly where all this thinking began is largely down to the no-brainers like the Green Party
(loon HQ.) or Jonathon Porritt perhaps and there are many others of them out there. Calling
themselves environmentalists, they've been writing and preaching their misguided rhetoric for
decades and stand for the many things that are wrong with the world today. But their main
vision, and not everything they say should be dismissed, does seem to be this utopia of windfarms and sustainable palm oil etc., along with it many other funny ideas as well. Wackos of
these types are generally not ecologists at all, even though they'll purport to be on the side
of saving the planet, and it's easy enough for them to fool the less discerning out there.
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For those with experience in such matters however they can generally be sussed simply
because they'll have little understanding of any of the natural sciences. Ask them for
example what type of bird or plant something might be and chances are they'll not have a
clue. Genuine ecologists on the other hand you would expect to have some knowledge at
least within their own fields of expertise. How anyone can begin to know what's best for
saving the natural world, without first having the basic comprehension of what it is they're
trying to save, is clearly not the greatest position to be in. Exceptions of course being antiwhaling, sealing or game-hunting etc. You don't need any great knowledge on those subjects to
know that whaling, sealing or Rhino hunting is not good and therefore opposing them on
compassionate grounds alone is a fair enough thing to do. But when it comes to understanding the endless complexities within the various ecological sciences you really do need to
know exactly what it is you are talking about.

Jonathon Porritt

I would normally feel guilty about trampling on another man's lifetime's work were it not
for the untold damage being exacted on the planet under his or their guidance. But with so
much destruction taking place on the Earth right now, and much of it down to the likes
him frittering their ideas and agendas around, things really do need to be said. All of this
sustainability hype which is permeating the innermost thoughts of so many these days. So
sickened are many by the very word 'sustainable' that even where some quite sound
ecological advances are on the cards, such as wave-power or real sustainable forestry
projects, things which could genuinely bring about some much needed benefits for the
planet, there are those who will now oppose them on principle alone. But with just about
every organisation reciting the same old trite it's not difficult to understand precisely why
this might be happening.
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Many of the charities these days, with their ever friendly green logos, have become increasingly infiltrated over the years and with it corporate led. And, with each and every one of
them doing their level best to ensure proper conservation loses out big time, it has to be
asked just whose side are any of them really on. Governments too were very keen to
cherry-pick all of these new thoughts, especially those ones that would create jobs in the
energy sector and reduce unemployment, and incorporate them into their own policies.
The only time any of them talk about conservation these days is when they want to build
another wind-farm.

This has driven things still further and we've eventually ended up with the mess we now
have. Fortunately many were seeing this for what it was, rose up against it and as of late
have been voting accordingly. This mood was demonstrated by the way the Brexit vote
played out in the UK., where everyone here was generally fed up with what was happening
and this was reflected again over in the States recently and in France and Austria too.

Liberal women making their voices heard on the outcome of the Brexit vote.

And, on their finest hour, with the whole world looking on, this was what they had to say.
What a smooth talker. Well at least she can spell I suppose.
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The UK. Election Results - What went wrong?

The government talking about bringing in a bill to get hunting reinstated, with around 95%
opposing it, that could easily 've cost them 1% of the vote. The geriatric tax, many of their
supporters OAPs., that too could have cost them a further 5% and then there was that massive
arms deal with the Saudis who are said to back the terrorists and that could also have cost them
dearly.
The trouble with governments is they think they can do what they like and ride roughshod
over everyone and everything. Well, at times like that, I guess they find out they can't.

How Trump Got Elected?
Not too difficult to see either really is it. I think we can firmly say the green agendas there
also may well have played its part in getting him into power just as it swayed the Brexit
vote over here. Again, with many of the electorate seeing the ruination of landscapes, the
killing of Eagles by the wind-industry, positively government sponsored what's more, the
increase in 'sustainable' palm oil in just about every product found in the shops, GMOs., together
with everything else that was happening. With one disastrous government decision followed
by yet another many voted any which way to as they might otherwise have done in order to
get the old system out. Together with those who would normally had voted Republican and
for oil and coal anyway it was enough to tip that balance and get Trump elected. And if you
think this is fantasy then it might be well worth remembering that wind has for some time now
had far greater opposition than nuclear ever had.
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Alienate the electorate and who knows what you'll end up with?

Image courtesy of Windtoons.

President Donald Trump.
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Governments who impose draconian leftist ideals on its citizens, like these mass windfarms we're seeing everywhere and uncontrollable immigration, invariably find themselves
out at the next general election. So the sad thing for the lefties is they ironically end up
with polar-opposite parties winning the elections to what they would've wanted in the first
place. The problem is those right-wing governments that are replacing the old ones, apart
from being anti-renewables and anti-immigration, also tend to be pro-chemical, prohunting and basically anti-conservation in every other way. So the lefties, having flooded
the countries with their junk with the help of one party, they then leave us with another
that will destroy everything else the last lot never touched. The lefties can deny this all
they like but nothing's nearer the truth.

How Obama would best be remembered by conservationists who voted Trump.

Obama Allows Wind Companies To Kill Eagles.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_5806c37875bf4b71839a81cf8cd4c61f.pdf?dn=
%E2%80%98Green%E2%80%99+Energy+Kills+Eagles.pdf

And who was the other option in any case? Hillary a former lawyer for Monsanto!
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_daab654a10394e769510ddbdc61955f7.pdf?dn=GMOs.
+And+The+US.+Politics.pdf
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The green-lobbyists have been very successfully splitting conservationists right down the
middle for years and instead of us all pulling the same way, as we should've been doing,
we've been tugging in every conceivable direction. It's the fight against the real greens and
those who just like the idea of being green. A good planet to live on verses those other's who
are into this sustainability crap whether it really is or not. The teachings of the wackos, like
Jonathon-bloody-Porritt and all his followers, the Green Party, Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace,
RSPB. and WWF., just like a bunch of poodles, each one of them going along with everything
without questioning any of it once. Well, thanks to them, and the government policies
they've helped to shaped, it was enough to tip that vote and Trump is what they damn well
ended up with.
Almost always in fact and with few exceptions, when and wherever such programmes are
enacted, you'll have the almost predictable change for a right-wing government with all the
destruction this inevitably brings.

Were it about them and things weren't so serious I'd say they deserve everything they got.
The problem of course is it's not just them it's the future of our wildlife and the planet
that's at stake. With congress approving the killing of hibernating Bears and Wolves,
selling off the National Parks to oil and mining companies, repealing what few gun-laws
they have in that country, and passing bills that favour game hunters, we can all, at least in
part and albeit indirectly thank the green lobbyists for it all. As a direct result of their
thinking there is now the greatest divide between two groups who should well and truly
had been on the same side as each other.
And if more evidence were needed there's always some to be found.
Following years of forcing wind-farms down everyone's throats the Scottish National Party
lost no fewer than 21 of its seats, you can attribute this to whatever you like, but knocking
30 or 40K off the value of people's properties certainly wouldn't 've helped.
Scottish National Party
At the United Kingdom general election, 2017 the SNP underperformed compared to polling expectations, losing 21 seats
to bring their number of Westminster MPs down to 35.[35][36][37] This was largely attributed by many, including former
Deputy First Minister John Swinney,[38] to their stance on holding a second Scottish independence referendum and saw a
swing to the Unionist parties, with seats being picked up by the Conservatives, Labour and the Liberal Democrats and a
reduction in their majorities in the other seats. Stephen Gethins, MP for North East Fife, came out of this election with a
majority of just 2 to the Liberal Democrat candidate. High-profile losses included SNP Commons leader Angus Robertson
in Moray and former party leader and First Minister Alex Salmond in Gordon. However, the SNP still currently hold the
majority of the country's Westminster parliamentary seats, with a majority of 11.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scottish_National_Party
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With a year or more of a more or less open boarder with sub-Saharan Africa, via Libya,
Italy now ends up with the Populist League (right-wing) Party.
Italy’s Populist ‘League’ Party Secures First Place in National Poll
The anti-establishment League party has solidified its place as leader in Italian public opinion, according to a national
political poll released this week.
For the first time in its 27-year history, the party formerly known as the Northern League moved into first place earlier this
month, edging out its governing partner, the 5-Star Movement (M5S), and currently enjoys a lead of 29.7 percent to 29.4
percent. The coalition now commands together an impressive 59.1 percent of the allegiance of the Italian people.
https://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/06/27/italys-populist-league-party-secures-first-place-national-poll/

Clinton supporters' immediate reaction to Trump's presidential victory.

Well what did they expect? They've probably campaigned for wind-farms most of their
miserable lives although we shouldn't over generalise of course.
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Angela Merkel, with years of sweeping wind-farm policies and inviting just about anyone
over from Turkey and Syria, is now struggling to even form a government.
Angela Merkel
According to a poll conducted after terror attacks in Germany Merkel's approval rating dropped to 47% (August 2016).[98]
Half of Germans did not want her to serve a fourth term in office compared to 42% in favor.[99]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angela_Merkel#Approval_ratings

And also in Austria.
Freedom Party of Austria
The Freedom Party of Austria[note 1] (German: Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs, FPÖ) is a right-wing populist[1][2][3] and
national-conservative[3][4] political party in Austria. The party, led by Heinz-Christian Strache, is a member of the Europe
of Nations and Freedom group in the European Parliament, as well as of the Movement for a Europe of Nations and
Freedom.
The FPÖ was founded in 1956 as the successor to the short-lived Federation of Independents (VdU), representing the
"Third Camp" of Austrian politics, i.e. pan-Germanists and national liberals opposed to both socialism and Catholic
clericalism. The party's first leader was Anton Reinthaller, a former Nazi functionary and SS officer. The FPÖ, a third party
with modest support, was admitted to the Liberal International (LI) in 1979 and participated in a government led by the
Social Democratic Party (SPÖ), following the 1983 legislative election. When Jörg Haider was chosen as new FPÖ leader
in 1986, the party started an ideological turn towards right-wing populism. This new political course soon resulted in a
strong surge in electoral support, although it also led the SPÖ to break ties. In 1993, after a controversial proposal on
immigration issues, the adherents of a position closer to classical liberalism broke away from the FPÖ and formed the
Liberal Forum (LiF), which took over the FPÖ's membership in the LI (since the FPÖ considered itself forced to leave) and
would later eventually merge into NEOS.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_Party_of_Austria

Another Greenie Bites The Dust. Aussie PM Forced out by Climate Policy
"Like former UK prime minister David Cameron, Turnbull is a great supporter of the UN’s green agenda. This has now
been his undoing.
As Australia’s Institute of Public Affairs noted, Turnbull’s National Energy Guarantee (NEG) was an extremely bad deal for
Australia.
It would have weakened Australia’s economy (which is built on fossil fuels such as coal, now exported in increasingly large
quantities to China). It pretended to be a “market based solution,” whereas in fact it simply compelled energy retailers to
use a greater proportion of wind and solar (on pain of large fines) and demanded billions of taxpayers’ money to be spent
on green schemes and bureaucracies. It put carbon emissions reductions before the needs of all those consumers and
businesses which have already suffered greatly from Australia’s rocketing electricity prices and sporadic blackouts (caused
by its drive for renewables).
Dan McKay
https://www.facebook.com/groups/457295044332740/permalink/1917799384948958/

But even with all this undeniable evidence increasingly mounting up around the world the
lefties remain as adamant as ever plenty of wind-farms and high immigration the more the
better. There is also a thought that it's all a deliberate ploy to split the green vote and if
this is indeed the case it's even more sinister than we imagined.
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Best to take care of it then! Don't trust it to a bunch of greenies with their all too often
dubious ideas on sustainability.
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Meanwhile looking over at some wind-farms, as we know there are many who would
quietly ignore the dead bird issue, quite possibly wishing it wasn't happening, but then
gazing upon these majestic creations would imagine just how awe-inspiring they are.
Breathing sighs of relief in the knowledge that they're supporting pollution-free energy,
perhaps even munching on some of those snacks cooked in sustainably sourced palm oil.
So glazed over are they to the facts that they would go along with just about anything they
were being drip-fed. What great achievements their campaigns have brought about they
would doubtlessly be thinking, with a smug disregard for anyone even questioning their
values, which of course would be fine were it not for the terrifying consequences of it all.

A landscape only a true loony left could love or consider ideal.

If they weren't destroying every last species we have on the planet there'd be nothing
wrong with it at all. But the sad fact is they are and the organisations who are engaged in
all of these brainwashing tactics really do not care.
Added to this, the RSPB. and the other loons is where the media get its information from,
and so between them they've got things pretty well sown up haven't they. And as sad as it
is, the majority of people are still suckered in by it all, many paying out vast sums in
annual subsciptions thinking they're doing the right thing in saving what's left. All the
time these same organisations are then frog-marching us completely down the wrong path
from conserving anything at all. Nice little quarterly magazines with some lovely pictures
but look deeper at what they and others are really getting up to and we can see a dark and
sinister side where money really does talk. See who's paying them their wages on pages 2933 for example and why it is they're going along with every evil force on the planet instead
of simply doing what's right and decent.
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Take a look at what we've uncovered.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_8183b59e65b646ba912315b53efb38d7.pdf?
dn=A+Case+Against+The+RSPB.+5.pdf

And yet more perversion from those who should be on side.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_7fe48dbb98f04aae9e5bc79ce967baa4.pdf?dn=Orangutans
%2C+Sustainable+Palm+Oil.....pdf
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_3c351fe27bc94f47956a38c58dc11b71.pdf?
dn=Cancer+Research%2C+Prevention+And+The+Truth.pdf

Finnish artist Erik Bruun using bird feathers to promote wind-energy.

What a wonderful idea. He could pluck them from the dead birds he finds.
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Facebook Wildlife Groups And Their Admin.

Some of these groups are often quite aggressively run by lefties. Those that are tend to be
pro-wind, pro-cute, hostile to anyone with opposing views and generally have little or no
knowledge on how species interact within their various ecosystems. Most suffer a serious
denial of reality and chances are if you criticise very much at all you'll find yourself being
blocked from the group.
Springwatch Fans.
One such group we found was this particularly odd bunch with certain key members
descending time and time again on anyone they saw as easy targets. Below are some the
more noteworthy comments received on a posting we made on their site concerning the
effects wind-farms are having on wildlife. These particular quotes are highlighted in red
for easy finding.
Do Wind Turbines Kill Birds? from 10:10 Climate Action. Wind Turbines Kill Fewer Birds Than Do Cats, Cell Towers, from
USA Today. Wind Farms Are Hardly The Bird Slayers They’re Made Out To Be, from The Conversation and Do Wind
Turbines Kill Birds? from How Stuff Works, with data mainly sourced from the AWEA., the American Wind Energy
Association.
Barrel and scraping come to mind and ouch- that barrel makes a deafening noise as it’s scraped!
Foolhardy - our own eyes are easily deceived and data is not the plural of anecdote.

From providing us with these papers, one of which the information was mainly sourced
from the American Wind Energy Association, playing down the effects of bird-deaths in
every way possible and describing anything we ourselves put forward as 'barrel scraping.'
One of them even inferred we should believe their accounts rather than anything we see
with our own eyes. Such an insult not only to ourselves but to every rightfully thinking
person who has genuine concerns on the issue.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_499a3c03462848799c81d56b0d6adedb.pdf?
dn=Springwatch+Fans+5.pdf
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Further down there's a post we came across quite by chance of others who had had trouble
with them. For a time there I thought it was only me but it seems there are all kinds of bullying
tactics being carried out by the admin. In order to create such group of course all they'd need do
is to block those who disagree too much and you then eventually end up with this perfect forum
which is compliant but with no actual discussion taking place. They are then able to attack
anyone and in great numbers who actually has an opinion on anything.
Finally on the last couple of pages (in a posting I also engaged with) there was a scene with
some Canada Geese escorting their goslings across the road with utterances of gorgeous,
wow, wonderful and cute coming in. All I dared do was point out they're an American
import and suddenly all hell let loose. It was just after this point everything for me came to
an abrupt end and was finally blocked from the group. In fact could never find it again
after that not even when using an anonymous account. It seems they are now a closed
group probably to keep those with opinions out.
The saddest thing is of course most of these oohing and ahing comments were likely to be
from the self same people who would quite happily see entire groups of species wiped out
with their insatiable lust for more and more wind-farms. These people are an incredibly
dangerous mindset, with such perverse and distorted views, they should never be underestimated as the threat they obviously are.
Rewilding Scotland.
Another group that doesn't like those with opinions. Say no more!

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_1f5f895469da4cf188e62c106c49f2d9.pdf?
dn=Rewilding+Scotland+2.pdf
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They don't come much more leftist than this!
10:10 Climate Action. https://www.facebook.com/tentenuk/
Ben & Jerry's. https://www.facebook.com/benjerryuk/

The wisdom just keeps coming.
Sea Shepherd Operation 404
https://www.facebook.com/seashepherd404/videos/1139252432889718/
Robert Piller There was a time these pens would've been tampered with. Not any more it seems!
Richard Clive Purser They would only rebuild them ! a better way has to be found
Robert Piller Richard Clive Purser If there's better please say.
Richard Clive Purser Robert Piller "Education"
Robert Piller If it works, and it can, then fine. The exploiters in the world are hardly likely to be influenced though.
Unfortunately for the whales there is only one kind of 'education' these people will ever understand and it's not going to
come from a classroom.

Whilst we've never discounted all peaceful measures like education that might well bring
about good results for conservation we also have no patience with those who just want to
sit there and do nothing while the world around them is being trashed.

This is not to say blocking for criticism is confined to the lefties of course because I was once
blocked for speaking out against pesticides, whenever the subject came up which it did from
time to time, within an anti-wind-farm group. Some pathetic little figure of a man, who again
had only a vague idea of what he was talking about, there are those out there on all fronts who
just don't like the truth when it's spoken.
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A Summary.

Dweebs Rule OK!

Considering how peaceful lefties come across, with their passive approach to conservation,
they can really be quite confrontational and this becomes particularly apparent whenever
getting involved with any one of their facebook sites.
But for all of their non-aggressiveness they're actually doing far more harm than anyone
could ever realise by positively encouraging suffering and exploitation to continue long into
the future. In fact such a hindrance and so detrimental are they to the greater good, if all
their achievements in life amounted to imposing wind-farms onto the landscapes,
embracing the current concept of sustainable palm oil or moulding real conservation
groups into the paper tigers we see today, it would be far better for the planet if they'd
never become conservationists in the first place.
There are those who would violently disagree, mainly those who support such things
themselves of course, but it is nevertheless perfectly true. And as if their actual political
objectives weren't bad enough we now have the albeit unintentional fallout of it all (as is
explained on pages 7-11) by allowing the right-wing parties to form governments throughout much of the world. Almost everything they've ever gotten their hands on in fact has
been an unmitigated disaster for just about all concerned.
They will never learn from past mistakes and they will never concede the utter mess
they've made of things. Such is their undiminishing arrogance, when every last bird and
flying insect has been killed off they will then say, well at least we've saved the planet!
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Rusting bits of old junk known as ghost turbines. Doubtlessly still wiping
out birds and insects while producing no power at all.

Photo taken on Brighton beach the home of the Green Party.

Yet another leftist event, in the heartland of the Green Party, is Pride Weekend. Maybe
'pride' should take center place!
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Poachers Too!

https://poachingthepoacher.wordpress.com/2017/08/08/black-lives-matter-poachers-too/

There are things in life that need treating with the utmost contempt and this is one of 'em.
When I think about the countless thousands of park rangers who have lost their lives over
the decades, some lefty idiot comes along and puts a post like this on line, it just makes me
want to throw up.
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Here's an argument turned right on its head this time by the other side!

Insecticide Ban, Not Global Warming, Accords With Outbreak of Disease-Carrying Insects
By James D. Agresti and Rachel McCutcheon
May 17, 2018

Politico claims that deadly insect-borne diseases are “on the rise” in the U.S. due to “warming global temperatures.”
Although disease-carrying insect populations have increased greatly over the past several decades, there is no reliable
evidence that climate change is the reason. Instead, the surge of these insects corresponds to the banning of a highly
effective insecticide.
Misrepresenting Its Source
For a special issue of Politico about “planetary health,” reporter Christina Animashaun created a graphic on “climate
change and human disease” that states:
https://www.justfactsdaily.com/ddt-ban-not-global-warming-outbreak-disease-carrying-insects/

Normally it's the conservationists who blame global-warming on everything disappearing
in order to prevent us from worrying about the real issues that are happening. Things like
pesticides and rainforest destruction. Their take turns it around to a whole new level.
It's all lies of course. Pesticides and wind-farms both kill on mass. Just get the message
everyone!
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Examples of lefty madness just continue to surface. In this story a deaf couple defend their
right to abort a hearing child.
This couple want a deaf child. Should we try to stop them?
From embryo selection to abortion, fertility treatment to stem cell research, medical advances have created a furious
ethical debate. Now MPs must decide how far science should be allowed to go. Robin McKie and Gaby Hinsliff report.
Like any other three-year-old child, Molly has brought joy to her parents. Bright-eyed and cheerful, Molly is also deaf - and
that is an issue which vexes her parents, though not for the obvious reasons. Paula Garfield, a theatre director, and her
partner, Tomato Lichy, an artist and designer, are also deaf and had hoped to have a child who could not hear.
'We celebrated when we found out about Molly's deafness,' says Lichy. 'Being deaf is not about being disabled, or
medically incomplete - it's about being part of a linguistic minority. We're proud, not of the medical aspect of deafness, but
of the language we use and the community we live in.'
'Paula is now in her early 40s,' says Lichy. 'Our first daughter was born naturally, but due to Paula's age, we may need IVF
for the second.' The trouble is that, according to clause 14/4/9 of the bill, the selection of a hearing child through IVF is
permitted, but embryos found to have deafness genes will be automatically discarded. 'This sends out a clear and direct
message that the government thinks deaf people are better off not being born,' says Steve Emery, a sign-language expert
at Heriot-Watt University.
This point is backed by Lichy. 'It is a cornerstone of modern society and law that deaf and hearing people have equal
rights. If hearing people were to have the right to throw away a deaf embryo, then we as deaf people should also have the
right to throw away a hearing embryo.'
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2008/mar/09/genetics.medicalresearch

We should of course have every sympathy with disabled people, if this isn't being too
condescending which is how it would almost certainly be taken by some, often you can't
even sympathise without it being an insult. But there are these other extremist thoughts
that disabilities of all kinds should somehow be celebrated, even in some cases encouraged
and deliberately bred into the human gene-pool, a view which surely must go against
evolution itself.
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Pro Choice.
This then brings us on to yet another largely lefty argument, the right to abortions often as
a means of birth-control, and, rightly or wrongly this is what the law permits. But I would
say if anyone who would have their own flesh and blood end up on a cold slab, gasping for
the few breaths they'll ever take in this life, and for such frivolous reasons, then enforced
sterilisation should come with it as part of that package.
They would no doubt be appalled by the very thought of this and would see it as some kind
of an assault on their rights. An abhorrent idea which they would kick and scream out
against and yet they would quite willingly kill their own child. I often think too that if they
were the fetus, making the choice as to whether they themselves were about to be aborted,
would they then be in such favour of it? If the answer to that is, well if not so sure, then
perhaps they need to reassess.
This is not to say of course we should go the other way and follow the Catholic route,
which, in an overpopulated world with all the environmental pressures this causes, is an
equally ridiculous position.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion-rights_movements#Terminology

If 'ya can't afford 'em don't f***in' breed!!!

Sixty Church of England bishops along with leaders of other religious groups, are urging ministers to rethink the two-child
benefits cap.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-43669879?SThisFB
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Ritual Circumcision Both Male And Female.
Not essentially a lefty argument but nonetheless the same kind of thinking that someone
can inflict whatever they like on a life which has absolutely no say on the matter. I for one
think Iceland was right in proposing this.
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/feb/18/iceland-ban-male-circumcision-first-europeancountry

Meanwhile on the lefty front if you think you've seen everything read on.
Mum Wants Sleeping Beauty Banned As It Has An ‘Inappropriate' Message

Mum-of-two Sarah Hall says she is disturbed by the non-consensual nature of the prince's kiss.
A mum has called for Sleeping Beauty to be taken off her young son's school curriculum because it sends the wrong
message to youngsters.
Mum-of-two Sarah Hall said she was disturbed by the "non-consensual" kissing in the classic fairytale, saying the subtle
message could undermine conversations about consent.
The mum of six-year-old Ben said: "I think it’s a specific issue in the Sleeping Beauty story about sexual behaviour and
consent.
Sarah said she might not have given the story a second thought, but recent coverage of sexual abuse and consent,
including the social media ‘Me Too’ campaign, made her think about the subtle messages which, say says, help create a
culture where consent isn’t seen as important.
She added: "These are indicative of how ingrained that kind of behaviour is in society."
"All these small things build up, and they make a difference.
http://www.kidspot.com.au/parenting/real-life/in-the-news/mum-wants-sleeping-beauty-banned-as-it-has-an-inappropriatemessage/news-story/d658efeae1355e0fa17c979adef2e2e2?
utm_content=SocialFlow&utm_campaign=EditorialSF&utm_source=kidspot&utm_medium=Facebook

I guess it could be argued on medical grounds. If he hadn't 'd kissed her she wouldn't 've
woken up.
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And so it continues.....
Online feminists and social justice warriors (SJWs) have been fooled by users of an internet forum into starting a campaign
to ban the Christmas tradition of kissing under mistletoe. Apparently, the small plant promotes nonconsensual kissing and
even rape.
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/12/10/saynotomistletoe-feminists-claim-christmas-tradition-promotes-rape-culture/

'Sexuality Expert' Says, “Babies Should Give Consent for Diaper Changes.”
https://www.facebook.com/ijrredpresents/videos/182000442500013/UzpfSTEzMDIzOTEzMDQ6ODYy
Mzc5MzEwNjMyNTk0/

This woman wants to eliminate the word 'man.'
https://www.facebook.com/IJRRed/videos/159269524773105/UzpfSTEwMDAwOTgwMTU1MjYwMTo4
NzA3MDU5MTY0NjY2MDA/

“Fewer Women Should Face Jail” - Justice Secretary David Gauke. Like women don't
commit crimes!

https://news.sky.com/story/more-women-to-be-spared-jail-under-new-justice-system-strategy11386673

If in putting all this together I've made anyone think in a little more depth as to what's
going on in the world and the views that are driving it then it's been well worth writing
about it.
For details of other campaigns please visit http://cates1980.wixsite.com/cateswebsite and go
through the various Projects pages.
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INTELLIGENT LEFT OR LOONY LEFT - WHATS THE DIFFERENCE?

One wants a decent planet to live on – The other's into wind-farms and mass-immigration

CATES1980

